Beware of the Brand Infringement of AlphaESS
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Monday, October 31, 2022

RE: RESPONSE TO RECENT INFRINGEMENT AND FRAUD ISSUE IN INDIA

Recently, a severe infringement and fraud issue has caught our attention. Revealed by some of AlphaESS fans, the FAKE application with a FAKE logo, a FAKE website https://www.alphaessinvest.com/ and even FAKE videos under the name of AlphaESS are now spreading all over India, attempting to seduce people to invest money in energy storages by using a FAKE AlphaESS logo and real AlphaESS products photos. They even promise a double return of investment within 5 days, which is ridiculously high.

It’s obviously that they are looting money by using a FAKE AlphaESS brand and it’s also a significant breach of the intellectual property rights of AlphaESS.

AlphaESS has NO tolerance of such illegal behavior and actions are being taking now against this fraudulent activity. Whoever the persons behind this need to STOP immediately violating IPR of AlphaESS and cheating people. We shall spare no efforts and no costs to go against the violation by all means legally ASAP before more people get deceived.

Please find the real AlphaESS app, the AlphaCloud https://cloud,alphaess.com/ and the real AlphaESS website www.alphaess.com

Sincerely,

AlphaESS Team